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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is an attempt to know how the theories can be applied to practical situation.
As a student in UiTM Kota Bharu, it is a part of study for everyone to undergo a
case study project. So, for this purpose, we got the opportunity to research a
company which manufactured the same product that we want to develop, which
is Alam Flora Sdn Bhd, which is a waste management company in Kuala Lumpur,
Putrajaya and Pahang.
In the first part of the project report, the general information of the company has
been collected. Information is gathered through the primary and secondary
source as well.
In the second part of the report, contains the specialized subject study. Objective
of the project is to work on the background, organizational structure, products
and services that Alam Flora provides. Next, we study about the technology of
Alam Flora, as well as business, marketing and its operational strategy used by
the company to promote their services which we find quite interesting. Lastly, we
research about the company services achievements regarding how they manage
their company as well as achievements gain from the consumer or residents.
Goals indicate what a business unit wants to achieve. Strategy is an action plan
for getting the goals. Every business must design a strategy for achieving its
goals, consisting of a marketing strategy, and an effective management.
In this case study, we analysed the strength, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats of this company in real business world by using SWOT analysis. Thus,
from the needs and demands from the existing consumers of this company, we
analysed and find a solution to overcome and to fulfil their needs in Consumer
Trend Canvas (CTC) analysis, making it as our innovation to be continued in
new Product Development task.
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1. INTRODUCTION
“Earth provides enough to satisfy every man's needs, but not every man's
greed.” - Mahatma Gandhi
1.1 Background and motivation behind the study
In order to search a suitable topic for a case study which key element it is to identify
a product that has significant potential to be innovated, it can be figured it would be
most useful to study a product that many people require to use. Considering of the
smelly green bin in front of the house, it would only make sense to address
something to vanish or reduce the smell - in this case an odor absorber dustbin.
Nowadays, several of the people know just the hacks element that can get rid of
smell things.
The idea came to minds because of the Alam Flora bin that in front of my house is
really smelly. The smell bin can effect the guest that come to the home and also
effect the air that went through the window. It also can make the home smelly
because of the wind flow from the bin to our house.
1.2 Purpose of the study
The purpose of the case study is to fully get access to the details of this product and
its company to detect possible flaws and services regarding aspects that can be
picked up to come up with best implementation of our innovations that were going to
be added to the given problem.
At the completion of this study the goal is to have evaluated to broad innovation
concept which implementation in the blue print will then occur more smoothly and
without any aspects missing.
The case study therefore is supposed to regard this matter from each and every
direction to provide all the needed information for a fitting business plan.
